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The central limit theorem is proved for estimates of parameters which specify the covariance 
structure of a zero mean, stationary, Gaussian, discrete time series observed at unequally spaced 
times. The estimates considered are obtained by a single iteration from consistent estimates. The 
result also applies to the maximum likelihood estimate if it is consistent although consistency is 
not proved here. The essential condition on the sampling times is that the finite sample information 
matrix, when divided by the sample size, has a limit which is nonsingular and has finite norm. 
Some examples are presented to illustrate this condition. 
Gaussian time series central limit theorem 
martingale differences missing or unequally spaced data 
1. Introduction 
Let {Y(n)} be a stationary Gaussian time series with zero mean and covariance 
function 
YY(I;e)=EBY(n)Y(n+z), -oo<l<oo, (1.1) 
which depends upon a d-vector, 0, of parameters. We assume that Y has an 
absolutely continuous spectrum with spectral density f(w ; 0) so that 
%,(I;@)= = 
I 
_~ f(w ; 0) eilw do. (1.2) 
When Y(n) is observed at times n = 1,2, , . . , it4, the maximum likelihood esti- 
mate, 6, say, may be obtained by minimizing 
Ly(O) =M-‘{log det r,(e)+ Y’r,(e)-‘Y} (1.3) 
where Y’= (Y(l), Y(2), . . . , Y(M)) and 
r,(e) =Eo(YY’) (1.4) 
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has (m, n)th element given by -y(m -n; 0). There is now a large literature (e.g., 
see the references in [3]) on the central limit theorem for &(I?, - 19), 8 being 
the true value, and existing results do not typically require that Y be Gaussian 
although (1.3) is used. 
In this paper we wish to derive a CLT (Central Limit Theorem) for the case of 
Y being observed only at times n = nl, rr2, . . . , nM where we take nI = 1 by conven- 
tion and in which the ni - nj_i 2 1 but not necessarily all unity. Let 
Xi= Y(nj) forj= 1,2,. . . ,M, x’=(xl,x2,. . . ,xM), 
r(e) = E/j(XX’) (1.5) 
Note that, in distinction to f,(0), r(t9) is not a Toeplitz matrix and has (i, k)th 
element given by 
Y(i, k)=YY(~k--j)* (1.6) 
We will assume throughout that the sampling times are independent of the Y process 
and the parameter value 8. Then, the maximum likelihood estimator of 8, say 6 is 
derived by minimizing 
L(B) = M-‘{log det f (8) +X’r(@)-‘X}. (1.7) 
This criterion is more complicated (both from a computational and theoretical point 
of view) to deal with than Ly(0). For a computational method of evaluating (1.7) 
see [5]. The consistency of, and CLT for, e* when the sampling scheme is periodic 
(i.e., the sampling times form a pattern which is repeated over and over) is given 
in [2]. Gaussianity is not required for these results. 
Consistency of i, under general sampling schemes, is yet to be established. Here 
we will consider, not 6, but 
&= e’-i’(e’)-‘i(e^) (1.8) 
where e’ is a JZ-consistent estimate of e’ (i.e., d%g-0) 3 N(0, A(8)), llA(d)ll< 
00, where, for a matrix B, l]B]]2 = tr(B*B) and B* indicates the complex conjugate 
transpose). Some suggestions for e’ are reviewed in [2]. One example follows. Let 
cy(l)=N(f)-’ x’ Y(n)Y(n +I) in which the sum, r, is over all pairs at lag 1 for 
which Y(n) and Y(n + I) are both observed and 1 c n s nM - 1. N(I) is the number 
of such pairs. Method of moments estimators can be derived by equating sufficiently _ 
many of the yv(Z; 0) to ey(l) and solving for 0 to give 8. For pure autoregressive 
models, such a procedure is analogous to the familiar Yule-Walker procedure. 
The notations 
stand for the d-vector of derivatives and d x d matrix of second derivatives indicated 
and evaluated at 6. If e^ is consistent, then the proof used to establish the CLT for 
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6 applies also to e^ and the limiting normal distributions have the same covariances 
(i.e., e is asymptotically efficient). Tan [7] has considered estimates of the form 
(1.8), along with the method of scoring, and derives a CLT for these estimates for 
a special type of periodic sampling of an autoregressive process. He does not require 
Gaussianity of Y. Robinson [6] gives results which can be applied to establish the 
consistency and asymptotic normality in the first order autoregression although his 
conditions rule out certain sampling schemes which are covered below. On the 
other hand the distributional conditions are wider than Gaussianity. 
For the remainder of this paper Gaussianity of Y will be required. As indicated 
above this condition is not necessary when the sampling is periodic. However if 
one considers other forms of ‘asymptotically stationary’ sampling schemes, or 
nonstationary schemes, or random sampling schemes, the CLT for I? seems 
extremely difficult to establish. We have chosen to maintain Gaussianity for Y and 
to let the sampling pattern be quite general. Gaussianity allows us to use a martingale 
CLT. If Gaussianity is relaxed but I? is as defined above, such a result is difficult 
to apply without substantial additional technical complexity. This is due, in part, 
to the fact that the ‘information matrix’ is no longer of such simple form as given 
in (2.10) below and would, e.g., include fourth cumulant terms in its definition. 
2. Prediction error form of likelihood criterion 
Let 
771 =x1, vi(~) =Xj -gj-l(e)‘Gj-1(8)-‘xj-1, i 2 2 (2.1) 
where xi-1 = (Xi-1, Xi-27 . . . , Xl)’ and 
gi’l(e) =Ei3(XjXj-l), (2.2) 
Gj-l(e) =Eekj-lX/-l)* (2.3) 
We denote by riP1, Gj_1 with its rows and columns reversed. Note that by 
Gaussianity 
Ee(Xj Ixj-1) = gj-l(e)‘Gj-l(e)-‘xj-l. 
Also let 
F(e) = Ee(qj(e)‘) = yu(O; 0) -gj-l(e>‘Gj-l(e)-‘gj_,O. (2.4) 
Then, by rewriting the joint density of X1, . . , , XM as a product of conditional 
densities, it follows that 
L(e) =M-’ Z {log Vj(S)+qj(f3)*/Vj(O)}. 
j=l 
(2.5) 
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Consequently 
i(e)=M-’ f {-V,“Pj(7Jf - Vj)+2Vr’qjrjj}, (2.6) 
j=l 
where the quantities on the right-hand side are evaluated at 8. Also 
~(~)=M-’ F {2V,~3~j~jJ(77i2-Vj)-V,~2iji(77i2 -Vj) 
j=l 
-vy*~j(2f7j$ - p;)-2v;*qjrjj~; 
+2 Vi’tij?jj + 2 VT%/jjjj}. (2.7) 
This has expected value 
E@i’(~)=A4-’ F {Vi’VjVJ! +2V~‘E~(rjj?j~)} (2.8) 
j=l 
because Ee(qf - Vi) = 0, Ee(q,+j) = 0, Ee(~j;ij) = 0. For later use we record that the 
information matrix divided by M is 
M-‘I,,,(e) = (-$f)Ee[i(8)i(0)‘-j =+E,J%) (2.9) 
so that 
M-‘IM(e)=(2M)-’ ,El [V~“G’jG’~ +2V~‘E~(rjj+~)]* 
We also introduce the sample version 
M_rfM(@)=(2M)-l f [Vi’VjVj +2Vi*fijrjj]a 
j-1 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
3. The central limit theorem 
We impose the following conditions. 
Condition Cl. L f, f are continuous in (w, 0) E [-IT, n] x 0, where 0 is a twice 
differentiable manifold of dimension d. 
Condition C2. min,f(w ; 0) > 0 for all 8 E 0. 
Condition C3. The following limit exists for all 0 E 0: 
I(e) = $?a hf-‘Ide). 
Assume that I(0) is nonsingular and that ]]1(8)]] <00 for all 8 E 0. 
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Theorem 3.1. Under Conditions Cl, C2, C3 
h&i- 0) 5 N(0, I(e)-‘). (3.1) 
The proof of Theorem 3.1 relies on the following lemmas, the proofs of which 
will be given in Section 4. 
Lemma 3.2. Letg(w) be a continuous real-valued symmetric function of w on [-IT, ~1. 
Let T(J, K; g) be the J x K matrix with (j, k)th element 
T(J, K ; g)jk = Cn ei(n~-“k)wg (w ) do 
J-, 
where O<nl<nz< * * * are integers. Then for any real vectors x and y we have 
Ix’UJ,K;dyl+ _ IT $ym I~(~)l)llxllllYll. 
If, additionally, g 2 0, then 
For convenience we introduce the following bounds: 
h, = (271) $2; $ 3 
I I 
a’f hab = (27~) max - 
a I I I~,<,, ae,aeb ’ 
f= (277) ;t;f(“)* f = (27F) ,~~i&fW. 
Although these bounds are functions of 8 which are finite we have suppressed this 
functional dependence for brevity and therefore we do not require the bounds to 
be uniform on 0. If f (0) is as defined in (1.5), then some straightforward con- 
sequence of Lemma 3.2 are the following: 
fll~ll’~~~~(~)~ c fllxl12, (3.2) 
( fy211xlj2 s x’zy1x c y,-‘llx 112, (f)-“llxll’~x’G&x < (f)-‘llxll’, 
(3.3) 
Ix’Fxi c hallxlj2, 
a2f(e) 
X'-X c habIIX1j2, 
a&a& 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
where g and h both satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.2. 
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Lemma 3.3. 
O<(T*G VjCyu(O) for alli, 
)tij,,I~B1<cc foralljanda=1,2 ,..., d, 
)vj.a,bIdB2<00 foralljanda,b=1,2 ,..., d. 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
Lemma 3.4. 
sB3<c0 foralljanda=1,2 ,..., d, 
II 
a*g;_,G;:, * 
ae,aeb I/ 
=sBBq<CO foralljanda,b=1,2 ,..., d. 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
The bounds B1 -Bq in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4 are also functions of 0. The remaining 
three lemmas that are required for the proof of Theorem 3.1 indicate that $(e’) 
provides a consistent estimate of I(O). 
Lemma 3.5. If, as M + co, 19~ 3 8, then 
IlL:(eM)-i’(e)lJ5 0. 
Lemma 3.6. For each 8, 
EeIIM-‘iM(e)-M-‘r,(e)l12-,0 asM+a 
Lemma 3.7. For each 8, 
Eell~i’(e)-M-‘i,(e)l12~0 asM-,m 
Proof of Theorem 3.1. We have 
JG((e- e) = -L(e’)-Vi?..(e) +[ld -i’~e’)-li&h+- e) (3.12) 
where Id is the d x d identity matrix and i, denotes i’(e) with each row evaluated 
at a vector O* such that IIS, -ell~l#-ell, p ossibly different for each row. But 
JG(e’- 0) 3 N(O, A (8)), II-4 te1ll <co and hence e’AO,O* -%= 8 so that by Lemmas 
3.5, 3.6 and 3.7 
. . _ 
Id -L(e)-‘& 3 0 
-- 
and t(6) 3 21(e). Then the CLT for Jru(e -e) follows from that for 
[u(e)]-'JZ(e). We nowshowthat 
&i(di(e)) 3 ~(0,4dI(e)a) (3.13) 
where (Y is any d-vector of constants. From this Theorem 3.1 follows. For the 
remainder of the proof we suppress reference to 8 in the various expressions since 
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they will all be evaluated at the true value. We have 
f_X’i(0)=M-‘~Zj 
where 
Zj = -V,'*((Y'tij)(qf - Vj)+2V~1T7j(CY’Tjj). 
Let 9j be the a-algebra generated by {nl: 1 c l G j}. 
Then {Zj, Fj} constitutes a Martingale difference because 
E(nT - Vj ISj-1) = 0 a.s., 
E(q,a’7jj ]?F_1) = a’ijE(qj \9j-1) = 0 as. 
Let 
2 
=fEZ;. 
j=l 
Now, by [l, Theorem 21, if 
and 
~2 f E(Zf 19r_r)- 13 0 (3.14) 
j=l 
~2 F E{Z~Z(IZjl > ESM)}+ O V& >O, (3.15) 
j=l 
where I( . ) is the indicator function, then 
~2 F Zj 5 N(0, 1). (3.16) 
j=l 
But M-‘sL = 4M-‘a’ZM(8)a and, by Condition C3, M-‘sL + 4a’1(8)(~ > 0. Hence 
giving (3.13). To complete the proof we now verify (3.14) and (3.15). By Gaussianity 
E(qf - Vj)’ = 2 Vi’ SO that 
E(Zf 15F-~)=2V~2(~tG’j)2+4V,‘1 ((Y’f/j)2. 
Hence 
= ((U’[11M(e)-I~(e)la/M}{8Ms~2, 
which, by Lemma 3.6 and Condition C3, converges in mean square to zero. Hence 
(3.14) holds. Now, by Condition C3, we can verify (3.15) by verifying 
M-‘~E{ZfI(~Zj~>EJKi)}+0~ (3.17) 
1 
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in which sh has been replaced by A4. But 
E{Z:I()Zj)>EJ~)}~E(Z4)/(E2~). 
Thus the left-hand side of (3.17) is dominated by (Mc2)-l suplrkS~E(Z;f), which 
tends to zero when A4 += co since supk EZ: is uniformly bounded in IV, as we now 
show. First note that E(qf - Vj)4~ CL’;, C <a, by normality of q. By (3.7), 
Vj*g2 > 0 and by (3.8), ((~‘Qjji)~ s (~~‘ct~y)~d~B; < 00 SO that 
E(V72((y’~)(77i2-~))4~B<co foralfj. 
Also 
E( V~‘~j(cU’ij))4 = Vi” E(nT)E(rjj)43g-4E(a’7jj)4. 
But if a:-~ = cz’a(gJ-rG,T?r )/&9, then 
E(cY’~>~ =E(ai-rxj_r)4 
j-l 
=Z C 1 C aj-l.uaj-l,vuj-l,ruj-1,~ ECXj-uxj-&-tXj-,) 
L(,II,s,t= 1 
G3~ll~j-11~4 (by (3.2)) 
~3f(a’a)*d*B: (by (3.10)) 
<cO (by Condition Cl). Cl 
4. Proof of the lemmas 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. 
Ix’f(J, K; g)yl= 
= I[_: (if, xi einiu)(jl Yk evink”)g(w) dwl 
6 j-1 ljil xj e’“‘“l Ii, yk e-inku) /g(O /dw 
6;~; kb)i(c ljcl Xj einJd/2 do jl I,$, Yk einkmi2 dw)1’2 
= Il~Illl~ll(2~ max IgCw)l). 
The argument that x’T(J, J; g)x 3 (2~ min g(w)Ilx112 is similar. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 3.3. V, is the variance of prediction of Y(ni) using only part of 
the past while ~~(0) is the variance of prediction using none of the past. On the 
other hand, the variance of prediction using all of the past is 
CT* = exp (2~) ( -r IV lwP6w)l dw] 
-n 
by Szego’s formula [4]. But, by Condition C2, f> 0 so that (+* > 0. This establishes 
(3.7). 
To prove (3.8) note that 
IV?,,] s JTy(O)nJ + 2]gj_r,,Gy?rgi-r] + Ig:-,G~~l~j-1,,Gi~gj-~I. (4.1) 
Now, ]+v(O),] s h, <03 by (3.4) and Condition Cl. Also Ig>-~,aG~~lgj-~( c 
IIBi-1.YIIIIe-lII(f)-’ by (3.3). But 
by Cl. Also, by Cl, 
Hence the second term on the right-hand side of (4.1) is finite. Similarly, using 
(3.3) and a result similar to (3.4) the third term on the right-hand side of (4.1) is 
dominated by (f)-*~~gj_~~~*h~ <03. This establishes (3.8) of Lemma 3.3. The proof 
of (3.9) is similar and is omitted. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.4. The second part, (3.11), is proved in a similar way to (3.10) 
which is established by noting that 
and using arguments, similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 3.3, to show 
that Ilg~_r,,G~.r II and ]]gj_rG~.!rCj_r,,G~Jr II are bounded in j and a. 0 
The proof of Lemma 3.5 requires the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let g satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.1 and letr(g) = T(J, J; g). Then 
x’T(g)‘r(g)x = x’T(g)*x c (21r max ]g])2]]x](2. 
Proof. Define the infinite sequence {fk} as 
. xj if j = 1,2,, . . , J, 
X”, = 
0 otherwise. 
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Then 
x’r(g)‘r(g)X = i iI7 i Xj e”“‘-“““g(w) dWi2 
I=1 -7 j=l 
(g (w)12 dw (by Parseval’s identity) 
G(2n max (g(w)()211x(f. 0 
Proof of Lemma 3.5. We can write 
Lab = M-l[tr{r-‘j;,b - r-‘I’,f -lib} 
+2x77 -Y,r-‘&r-lx -x~r-'~~br-lx~. (4.2) 
Let r, fk,, etc., denote quantities evaluated at e, I’,, feab, etc., denote quantities 
evaluated at f& where 8, % 19 as M-P co. Then, e.g., 
IM-‘tr(r-lr@or-lib -r*lf*ar;lf++ )I c 
c/M-'tr{[r-'-r;' ]Ppib)l+ IM-‘tr{r;’ [i;rar**P*b -ihr%l)). 
(4.3) 
Put A = r, -r and B = r;lf’ar-‘f’br-‘. Then since 
IM-‘tr(AB)I =z{M-‘tr(A’A)}1’2{M-‘tr(B’B)}1’2, 
we can show that the first term on the right-hand side of (4.3) converges to zero 
in probability as follows. Now 
M-' WA’A) s Xs*u_q x’A’Ax s (2, my If* -fl)2 3 0 (4.4) 
as M + 00, by Lemma 4.1, Condition Cl, and the fact that & 3 8. Now let A(H) 
denote the largest eigenvalue of the matrix H. Then 
M-l tr(B’B)=M-’ tr(r,1fbr-'i6r-2i6r-'jhr*1) 
~h(r-Z)h(~b2)h(r-*)h(~~)~ v3 
ef)-4f&:v*)-2 
by application of (3.3) and Lemma 4.1. But & s,f by Condition Cl so that the 
first term on the right-hand side of (4.3) tends to zero in probability. Proceeding 
analogously with the second term on the right-hand side of (4.3) gives that the 
left-hand side of (4.3)$0 as M + 00. The first term in (4.2) is handled similarly. 
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Consider the fourth term in (4.2), e.g., the third term being treated similarly. NOW 
M-‘~X’T-‘i;,J--’ x -X’f *‘i;*J*lxIG 
GM-‘\X’T_‘(I-* -r)r,‘r’,,i’-‘xi 
+M-‘IX’(r,‘&r-‘-f *lF*J,’ )X1. (4.5) 
Use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and Lemma 4.1 repeatedly shows that the 
first term on the right-hand side of (4.5) is dominated by 
V2f,‘k0b(27r) max If, (w) -f(w)I}(M-‘X’X). (4.6) _ - w 
But, by Condition Cl, the factor multiplying M-‘X’X converges in probability to 
zero while E(M-‘X’X) = ~~(0) < 00. Hence (4.6) 3 0 as A4 + 00. Repetition of this 
argument shows that the second term in the right-hand side of (4.5) tends to zero 
in probability. Cl 
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Put Gj(a) = anj/aea = a:-rxj-r and G,(b) = avj/a& = b:-rXj-r 
where 
I 
aj-, = - b;_1 = - 
Then 
E(M-‘&v,(e),, -M-‘I&i’),& 
=E(M-’ jEl v71(tii(a)i;(b)-E(ij(a)i:(b))~)2 
=iiK2 EMI VTIV;‘E{a:_l(~j-r~I-l -Gj-l)bj-laL-1 
j,k=l 
x kk-lx;-1 -Gk-dbk-d 
~u-~M-~ IME I(cZ;_~T(~, k)&l)(b;-lr(j, k)bk-1) 
j,k=l 
+(a;-lr(i, k)bk-d(b:-lr(.i, k)ak-l)l (4.7) 
by Lemma 3.3 and where r(j, k) = E(Xj_IX;-I). NOW the double sum can be split 
intooneforwhichjLL+2andkzL+2andoneforwhichj<L+2ork<L+2 
where L CM. Now 
la:-lr(j, k)Uk_ll ~~(Uj_lUj_1)“2(U;_lUk-1)1’2 (by Lemma 3.2) 
+_I33 (by Lemma 3.4). 
Similarly lbj_lT(j, k)bk_ll <ffB3, la:_lT(j, k)bk-11 <fB3 and lbj-lr(j, k)ak_l( < 
yB3. Hence the sum over j<L+2 or k<L+2 is O(M-‘(L+l))+O as M+co 
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for L fixed. Consider the other sum for j and k 3L +2. Define Gj-r = 
~“j-l,l~uj-1,2~~ . * 3 ui-l.L, 0,. f. , 0] and similarly define Jj-1, &-I, &k-r. Then 
I M-* IME {a;-tf(j, k)uk_lbf-J(j, k)bk--l j,kaL+2 
ES 8f*B: 
1 
L+zSj-iMmax(ll+r m&i-111, IIbi-l-6;_1(1)), max (4.8) 
using Lemmas 3.2 and 3.4. But, e.g., 
lluj-1 -rii-1112 = ,E, ai’-1.t 
and, as a consequence of Lemma 3.4, VE > 0, 3 an integer L <CO such that the 
expression in curly brackets on the right-hand side of (4.8) is less than ~/(8pB32). 
hence (4.7) is dominated by 
+& +0@4-‘(L+2)). (4.9) 
Now let F(j, k) be defined in terms of the covariances q(m, I) where 
T(m, I) = 1 g(w) ei(“t-n~)wdw 
and g(w) is the spectral density of a moving average process of order L, L chosen 
so that (2n) max, ]g -f] s E’, E’> 0 given. Then, e.g., 
]Zj_r(r(j, k)-P(j, k))a’k-11 S E’(a’i-l6j-l) 
l/2 -, 
(a k-lck-1) “* (by (3.6)). 
Replacing r(j, k) by i’(j, k) in (4.9) gives an error of at most CE’ where C <a 
by Lemma 3.2, (3.2) and Lemma 3.4. With this replacement, the expression 
involving the double sum in (4.8) is 
x{+(i-u, k -s)jJ(j-u, k -t) 
++(j-u, k-t)+(j-v, k-s)}1 
=O(LM-‘)+O asM+co. 0 
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Proof of Lemma 3.7. 
ii’(O),, -AK1~,,.&)ab =A +B +B’+C 
where 
A =(2M)-’ f (2Vr”$‘jPj - V~*G’j)(~~ - Vj), 
j=l 
B = -&f-l c” V;‘pjqjt;, 
j=l 
c c&f-’ c” v,~‘-r7j~j. 
j=l 
Now, 
in which, by Lemma 3.3, the summands are uniformly bounded. Hence ElB112 + 0. 
Also 
M 
EllBl12=M-2 jgI V,‘3VjjQjE(Gi7jj). 
But 
E(7jj7jj) = tr ( ag:_,G;Y1 aGyL!lgj-, ae, Gj-1 > ae ’
which, by (3.2) and (3.10), is uniformly bounded. Hence El~ll’-* 0. Finally 
M 
EICab12 =Mw2 1 Vi’ E(;ij(a, !I)~). 
j=l 
But 
which is uniformly bounded by (3.11). Hence, using this result and Lemma 3.3, 
we get EIC,,/2+ 0. 0 
5. Some examples 
We wish to illustrate the verification of Condition C3. 
Example 1. Autoregression of degree one, general spacings. 
Consider the first order autoregressive model Y(n) = qSY(n - l)+~ (n) in which 
ldl<l, and b(n)1 is a sequence of independent normally distributed zero mean, 
variance c2, random variables. Here f? = (4, a2)’ and in [2] the quantity M-‘ZM(~) 
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is derived as 
Q(Z) = 2z2f#J2”-“/(1 -#‘), P* (0 = 
a 1% V,U) 
a4 ’ 
V,(I) = 1 +cj2+ * * * +42(l-*). 
If Ml is the number of sr for 1 S j s M which equals 1 and if Ml/M “2 pl as M + 00 
for each 1 where pr 20, I;“=, pi = 1, then M-‘Z,(8) converges to a limit Z(0) which 
has ]]Z(8)]] <co for each 8 for which I+]< 1, 0 <a2 < co. If L is an integer-valued 
random variable with distribution {pr}, then 
det Z(e) = (4a4)-‘[var(& (L)) + E q(L)]. 
Consequently a simple sufficient condition for Z(e) to be nonsingular is that pi > 0 
in whichcase E[cz+(L)]~pia+(l)=2pi/(l-~~)>O. 
Example 2. General model, periodic sampling. 
Here tl < f2 < . - . < tA are given, integer times and Y(n) is observed at the times 
t~+(k-l)C, rz+(k-l)C,. . . , tA + (k - l)C where C is an integer >fA --tr and 
k = 1,2,. . . . In [2] the consistency and asymptotic normality for periodically 
sampled autoregressive-moving average time series with general distribution on 
the s(n) is given. For Gaussian processes of the more general type considered in 
this paper the above CLT can be applied and the limiting covariance matrix is 
AR (6)-l where 
afib; 0) 
we)u, = $1 tr[fz(o; w’ ae, fz(w; e)- dfzh; 0) ae 
I) 
] dw 
and fi is the spectral density of the vector Gaussian series 
z(n)’ = [ Y(ti + (a - l)C), . . . , Y(t, + (n - l)c)]. 
For this result it is required that f ( z O; f.9,) and fi(w ; 0,) differ on a set of positive 
measure (dw) when e1 # e2. The nonsingularity or otherwise of n(0) needs to be 
established and there appears to be no simple, general sufficient condition for this. 
Example 3. General model, sparse early sampling. 
We have in mind examples such as a series which is observed initially at quarterly 
intervals but more recently at monthly intervals. Generally, consider sampling 
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initially at intervals of length K for MI points followed by sampling at the unit 
intervals for M2 = M -MI points. In order for the asymptotic distribution to provide 
a useful approximation to the finite sample size distribution we require MJM +p 
where 0 <p < 1 so that also Ml/M + 1 -p. It is not difficult to derive 
I(0)=pfi,+(l-P)& 
where 
and f(w) has been continued periodically. Since p >O, I(0) will be nonsingular if 
0, is. But 0;’ is the asymptotic covariance based on sampling at unit intervals 
and the conditions for a;’ to exist are therefore the standard ones. 
Example 4. A general approach and its application to the Rth order autoregression. 
Let Di = Vi” ~j~il + 2 Vi’ E(7jj7jj) and, for j 2 L + 1, Du = Vi; 6’LjG’ij 
+ 2 Vii E(7jLj7jii) where 
VLj =Xj-gt,j-1GL,~-1X;,j-1, Xi.,j-1 = [Xj-1, * e . 9 Xj_L,], 
Lj = max{k : nj - nj-k s L}, gL.j-l= E(Xj-lXL.j-l)y 
GL.j-1 = E(XL,j-lXt.j-1 )I VLj = YY(O)-g~,j-1G;:-lgL,j-l. 
If Lj = 0, we take nLj =Xi. Thus, all the quantities with the additional subscript L 
correspond to regressing Xj only on the Y,, for which nj -nk s L. Note that 
M-‘I,(8) = (2M)-’ Cy Dj and define 
MPIIL,M (0) = (2M)-’ c” DLk 
j=L+l 
Then, applying arguments similar to those used to establish Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, 
it can be shown that for all E > 0, 3 integers LO< CQ and MO< 03 such that 
M-‘II~~(~)-~L.,(~)tl < E for all M 2 MO, L 5 Lo. Thus, to show that lim M-‘I,.,,(e) 
exists, it suffices to show that for all fixed L SLO, limM,, MWIIL,M(0) exists. Now 
let a(n)= 1 if Y(n) is observed and a(n)=0 if Y(n) is missed. Let AL(n)= 
(a(n), . . . , a(n -L)) for n > L. Then AL(nj) E k?,_ where %L is the collection of 
(L + l)- tuples, eL, of O’s and l’s with first element equal to 1. Then DLj is a function 
only of the configuration AL(nj) and hence 
M-‘IL,,(@) = $ IX hL(eL)DL(eL) 
eLE %I_ 
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where DL(eL) = D, if AL(nj) = eL and k&(eL) is the number of times AL(ni) = eL 
occurs in the string (a (L + l), a (L + 2), . . . , u(nM)) of O’s and 1’s. Now, if for each 
fixed L, 
h &(eL) =pL(eL) for all eL E gL, 
M-CC (5.1) 
then 
lim M-~&,,M(@ = 5 C pL(eL)&(eL). 
M-CC CEZL 
Note that, for any L, jlDL(eLjI is uniformly bounded w.r.t. eL so that Ill(e)lj <CO. 
Thus, under (5.1), lim M-‘IM(8) exists and has finite norm. 
An example for which (5.1) holds occurs when {a(n)} is a sequence of independent 
Bernoulli trials with success probability q. Then 
PL(eL) =ql+l (1 _q)=+l-leJ 
where leLl is the number of unit elements in eL. 
To illustrate a case in which I(@) is a nonsingular, consider the Rth order 
autoregression 
Y(n)= f +jY(n-l)+&(n), Es(n)=O, EE(~)~=u~. 
j=l 
Here 8’= (4i,. . . , qSR, (r2). Whenever L 2 R and eL E ~L,R, the set for which eL(l) = 
eL(2) = * - * =eL(R+l)=l,then 
1 (5.2) 
where G =E(YY’), Y’=(Y(l), . . . , Y(R)). That DL(eL) is as given in (5.2) for 
eLE %L,R is a result of the fact that nj = Y(nj)-Cr=i4lY(nr-I), _rij(U)=-Y(nj-U) 
and Vj = u2 whenever AL(nj) = eL E %L.R. 
for which 
then 
for all L sLo. The right-hand side of 
Now, provided that there exists an LO a R 
0 
1/(2u4) 1 
(5.3) is nonsingular 
(5.3) 
since G is for the 
autoregressive model. Hence I(e) is nonsingular. 
Typically, the limit I(e) is extremely difficult to define explicitly. In Example 4 
a general method of verifying Condition C3 is presented. In practice, and for 
examples where Condition C3 is true, Lemmas 3.5,3.6 and 3.7 indicate that ii’ 
provides a consistent estimate of I(e). 
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